
Build Agile, High Performing Teams Using Real-time Team Insights 

What is the Cloverleaf Team Dashboard all about?

The Cloverleaf Team Assessment dashboard is an assessment platform that visually 
displays the assessment data from ten different assessments all in one place.

Through the Cloverleaf assessment platform, you can dive deeper into your
personal and team profile at the click of a button. 

Get insights into your own results 
at the click of a button!

Dive deeper to get more in-depth 
insights on those you work with 
the most

Everything about everyone on 
your team in one interactive 

dashboard.



Access to x10 different assessments including the 16  Types, DISC, Enneagram, Team 
Roles, Strengtfinder, Strengthscope, VIA Character Strengths, Motivating values, Culture 
Pulse and Energy Rhytms.

Access to pdf reports if required

Integration with Slack and Outlook

AI-generated daily coaching tips delivered to your email, giving you powerful personal 
development insights as well as tips about others you are working with.

Matching team members to different teams or projects in any way you want to get 
team scenario insights

Access to multiple resources embedded in the Cloverleaf platform to help you develop 
and become more successful

Coach
Grow your coaching business and provide more value to your clients. Easily 
administer assessments, integrate with tools you already use like calendar, email, 
Slack, and MS Teams, grow your revenue, and get access to our coaching 
community.

Team Development Consultants
Enhance your team development process with rich personal and team data to 
direct your team development initiatives to target specific areas of growth.

HR/OD Professionals
HR and OD experts who are looking for tools and technologies to help them 
support the employees and teams in their business on their personal develop-
ment and team development journeys. 

Line Managers
Line managers wanting to embed the Cloverleaf tool and insights into the way 
they lead their teams. This is specifically useful for leaders who want to enhance 
their ability to coach and mentor the people they work with. 

Features included in the Cloverleaf platform:

Who would benefit from this training?



What is included in the 1-day Cloverleaf User Training?

1. Cloverleaf assessment

Completion of all assessments in the Cloverleaf suite
Access to Cloverleaf personal dashboard for 12 months

2. Online modules for pre-reading

Compulsory pre-work explaining the relevant theories for each Cloverleaf assessment 
tool

3. Cloverleaf feedback (CF) training (1 day)

Purpose of this session: to teach you how to use the Cloverleaf team assessment
platform and how to use the real-time data analytics provided.

What you’ll learn:
How to navigate the Cloverleaf dashboard
How to interpret and analyse each assessment (16 Types, DISC, Enneagram, Team 
Roles, Strengthfinder, Strengthscope, VIA Character Strengths, Energy Rhythms,
Motivating Values and Culture Pulse)
How to give individual feedback using the Cloverleaf platform
How to give group feedback using the Cloverleaf platform
How to analyse and interpret team profiles
How to coach/ mentor others using the Cloverleaf platform



R750 per person ($50 per person)
(includes 8 hours of training by a highly experienced Cloverleaf consultant; Access 

to your own Cloverleaf dashboard for 12 months valued at R1250; access to all 
online-learning modules with your own LMS profile; and all facilitator guides and 

training materials) 

Please view our events page on our website (www.yellowseed.co.za) for more 
information

Cost

Upcoming training dates:

Contct Us:

www.yellowseed.co.za 012 259 3007 info@yellowseed.co.za


